Find words from the list below to finish the story.

think            any            again            every
just             then             were             after
round            old              over             stop

Round and ________, the squirrels run up the tree. They ________ and sit looking at each other, ________ run ________.

An owl hoots and tilts its head at the squirrels, asking, “What do you two _________? Why are you running round the tree ________ each other?”

The squirrels answer, “We are ________ having fun. If we were owls, we would fly ________ the trees like you but we can only run.”
“I see,” said the ________ owl, “then by all means keep running.”

___________ day is play day for squirrels. “Where __________ we?” they said, “Oh yes, we will hop over branches and run up __________ tree we see.”
Answers:

Round and round, the squirrels run up the tree. They stop and sit looking at each other, then run again.

An owl hoots and tilts its head at the squirrels, asking, “What do you two think? Why are you running round the tree after each other?”

The squirrels answer, “We are just having fun. If we were owls, we would fly over the trees like you but we can only run.”

“I see,” said the old owl, “then by all means keep running.”

Every day is play day for squirrels. “Where were we?” they said, “Oh yes, we will hop over branches and run up any tree we see.”